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French organ literature is a well-researched topic, and the French organist-composer of the
late-nineteenth and early twentieth centuries represents an archetype of musical success; yet organ
music composed by women has been largely absent from this history, and the lives of the women
who composed this music have not been given the same level of research and consideration as their
male colleagues. Through an examination of records from educational and religious institutions, the
musical press, and musical scores both published and unpublished, I demonstrate that women
organists and composers formed a vital but hitherto unrecognized part of French musical culture of
the late-nineteenth through mid-twentieth centuries. Women were an active part of the musical
institutions of Paris, including the Paris Conservatoire, the Schola Cantorum, and the Institut National
des Jeunes Aveugles (school for the blind). Women organists were also musically active in the Roman
Catholic church (not just in convents), which became an avenue for women’s creative expression as
they provided organ music for liturgies and paraliturgies. Furthermore, as concert artists women
played an important role in creating the international renown of the French organ school, and as
composers they contributed to a body of literature that defined the styles and genres of their time.
This dissertation, including the catalogue of works in Appendix I, documents the presence of more
than sixty composers and over six hundred pieces of music from this period. A primary goal of my
research was to locate more musical scores from this time period, and my expectations to that end
were far exceeded. However, my ultimate aim has always been to bring these unnecessarily obscure
musical works by an underrepresented demographic into greater use.
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Chapter 4
Women as Professionals: Sacred Spaces, Feminism, and
The Church
Feminism in France, or not…
In his history of the role of women in French society between 1870 and 1940, historian
James F. McMillan reports that
the most celebrated statement of the early [French] feminists was the Déclaration des droits de
la femme et de la citoyenne drawn up by Olympe de Gouges in September 1791. Modeled on the
Declaration of the Rights of Man, it demanded complete political equality of the sexes,
arguing that since women had the right to mount the scaffold, they ought to equally have the
right to mount the tribune. It further advocated the abolition of marriage, which would be
replaced by a new kind of contract between men and women.1
In one of history’s least surprising turns, de Gouges was executed. Despite her boldness and
determination, McMillan observes that her efforts did little to “make feminism into an organized
force.”2 By the mid-1800s the general attitude towards women had not much improved, and PierreJoseph Proudhon, politician and philosopher, claimed that he could show scientifically that a woman
was 8/27ths of a man, in addition to declaring that women had only two options in society, “to be
either housewives or whores.”3 Fortunately, Proudhon’s vitriol spurred responses from
contemporary female writers, and the modern feminist movement gathered momentum through
organizations such as the Association pour le Droit des Femmes, founded in 1871; throughout the
subsequent decades many other groups followed.4 Despite this progress, McMillan details the

James F. McMillan, Housewife Or Harlot: The Place of Women in French Society 1870-1940 (New York: St. Martin’s Press,
1981), 77.
1
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sociale” (PhD diss., Paris IV Sorbonne, 1987), 516.
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complex and often antagonistic relationships between feminism, Republicanism, Catholicism,
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socialism, and the suffrage movement in France through the early twentieth century.
While in Germany, Poland, the United Kingdom, the United States, Ireland, Sweden, and the
Netherlands some women were granted the right to vote during the first quarter of the twentieth
century, this was not the case in France. French music scholar Roger Nichols observes that “French
women never emulated the strenuous methods of British suffragettes in pursuit of the vote, but in
1919 the chamber voted for full female suffrage by 344 to 97. The senate rejected by 156 to 134 and
renewed its opposition for the next twenty years on successive occasions.”5 Finally, General Charles
de Gaulle intervened and decreed female voting rights in 1944.6 For a more thorough discussion of
women’s political rights in France throughout this period, musicologist Laura Hamer contextualizes
ways in which the political, social, and reproductive rights of women must be considered in order to
more fully understand their musical contributions.7

Feminism in Music
Although voting rights bear no direct relationship to musical life, I take them to be a cultural
barometer for the tolerance of women’s voices in public spaces. French musicologist Marcel Jean
Vilcosqui takes to task those who would argue that if women had comparable artistic gifts as their
male colleagues, society would have supported them.8 This, he insists, would depend on a society
free of prejudices, one that gave women the same rights as men, rather than questioning their
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capacity, not to mention the limitations of a society whose administrative decisions have for so long
been made by only one half of humanity. In this way, we can generally look to broader societal
trends for an indication of women’s musical life in a given time and place.
Historian Linda K. Kerber states that “the years 1870-1920 may be the high-water mark of
women’s public influence: through voluntary organizations, lobbying, trade unions, professional
education, and professional activity. But women also met unprecedented hostility and resistance that
seems disproportionate.”9 Conservatoire violin professor Martin Marsick certainly did not temper
his opinions on the subject of women in music; when interviewed by American music journalist
Fannie Edgar Thomas in the 1890s, Marsick declared:
Women in general will never excel in art, no matter what changes as to opportunity the
world may offer them. They are not serious enough. Dress, vanity, adulation, beauty, most
of all sentiment, prevent. They are born to love and marry. They cannot sacrifice what is
necessary for real art. Yes, it is a question of the brain. Were the brain so constituted the
instincts would accompany.10
And on a more institutional level, Nichols argues that by the 1920s female musicians in France were
still “disenfranchised,” with no greater musical empowerment than they had before the war, and that
all of the major artistic institutions were still run by men.11
It seems that many of the reactions surrounding women’s place in music stemmed from the
general fears and anxieties related to women’s place in society. In the early twentieth century, French
critic Emile Vuillermoz pointedly articulated these concerns in articles such as “Le Péril rose” (The
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Pink Peril) and “La Guerre en dentelles” (The War in Lace).12 Vuillermoz warned that “women were
on the point of taking over French public life, and that their achievements in the world of music
would incite them to even bolder efforts.”13 While these hyperbolic warnings did stem from
advances in women’s musical achievement—between Vuillermoz’s first and second articles Lili
Boulanger became the first woman to win the Prix de Rome in 1913—women were still fighting an
uphill battle for musical equality. Musicologist Annegret Fauser’s valuable article on women and the
Prix de Rome competition further explores the social, political, and even local government changes
enabling women composers to enter the prestigious competition, while highlighting the struggles,
failed attempts, and scandals that surrounded the first female competitors.14

The Public Sphere and The Private Sphere
As women’s access to musical education increased throughout this period, it was necessary
for them to find a delicate balance between being accomplished and proficient, but not prodigious.
A moderate level of musical skill (not too much!) was deemed a desirable feminine quality, but
women musicians could easily go awry of public opinion if they transgressed the boundary of
public spaces in their musical pursuits. Musicologist Katharine Ellis further elucidates this view:
The consolidation of norms implies a concomitant hardening of boundaries—whether real
or assumed—the transgression of which may be fraught with difficulty. In a broadly
conservative late nineteenth century in Europe, such boundaries had significant impact on
the reception of composers and performers, on the types of musical experience available to
men and women respectively, on the definition of musicians (and the spaces in which they
Emile Vuillermoz, “Le Péril rose,” Musica, no. 114 (March 1912): 45; Vuillermoz, “La Guerre en dentelles,” no. 130
(July 1913): 153; Vilcosqui, “La Femme dans la musique,” 537.
12

Annegret Fauser, “‘Fighting in Frills:’ Women and the Prix de Rome in French Cultural Politics,” in Women’s Voices
Across Musical Worlds, ed. Jane A. Bernstein (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 2004), 60.
13
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American Musicological Society 51, no. 1 (Spring 1998): 83-129.
14

traditionally performed) as either amateur or professional, private or public.15
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Historian Linda L. Clark confirms that “during the nineteenth century, Europeans in industrializing
countries increasingly defined women’s sphere of activity as the private space of the household, and
men’s sphere as the public space…. If women sought recognition in the visual arts or music, they
faced negative judgements about female abilities or lack of feminine modesty.”16
Kerber gives a thorough survey of the history and development of this doctrine regarding
public and private spheres throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries through written
accounts of the perceived roles for women and men.17 She notes how the widespread adoption of
this concept shaped research and literature across disciplines. “The metaphor of separate spheres
helped historians select what to study and how to report what they found…. Quite as much energy,
male and female, has gone to maintain boundaries as to break them down.”18 McMillan adds that
“the doctrine of separate spheres has been preached down the centuries and should in no way be
regarded as a comparatively recent innovation. What was new in the nineteenth century was not the
ideal of the ‘woman by the hearth’ in itself, but the unprecedented scale on which it was propagated
and diffused.”19 He cites many sources from the turn of the twentieth century, across class divisions,
that reinforced this idealization of la femme au foyer (the housewife) and warned of the perils of
women abandoning their sphere.20
Although drawing from an American magazine, Godey’s Ladies Book, musicologist Julia Koza
Katherine Ellis, “The Structures of Musical Life,” in The Cambridge History of Nineteenth-Century Music, ed., Jim Samson
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 344-45.
15

Linda L. Clark, Women and Achievement in Nineteenth-Century Europe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 1,
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explores the prevalent ideas related to women in music from this source, which translates quite
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seamlessly to the French social milieu:21
Social values at large, notably the doctrine of separate spheres, created curious
contradictions in the musical realm. On the one hand, musical activities in general, as well as
some styles, were considered distinctly feminine. On the other hand, specific musical
activities, instruments, and styles were deemed inappropriate for women, at least for women
who wished to be regarded as ladies. The doctrine of separate spheres narrowly limited
women’s musical options to those most commonly associated with the home and restricted
women’s status to that of amateurs.22
Godey’s, a nineteenth-century monthly publication, was also full of cautionary tales of wayward
ambitious women who brought unhappiness and dishonor upon themselves by venturing too far
beyond their place. Women received the message loud and clear, from society, from their monthly
magazines, from (predominately male) music critics, from Conservatoire curricula, and often from
their own families: their place was in the home, and their music-making belonged there too. Ellis
affirms that
social constraints on women’s music making in particular were considerable, upheld not only
in private from within the family, but also in public through male-dominated media such as
the press. European conservatories reinforced bourgeois concerns about women’s propriety
in the practice of music, restricting them to the study of instruments with domestic
associations (piano, harp, voice) for much of the century.23
And yet, even while societal pressures, cultural norms, familial obligations, legal prohibitions, and
closed doors of every kind limited women’s access to public music making, there existed another
realm that has been greatly under-explored by historians and musicologists.

Julia Edlund Koza, “Music and the Feminine Sphere: Images of Women as Musicians in ‘Godey’s Lady’s Book,’
1830-1877,” Musical Quarterly 75, no. 2 (Summer, 1991): 103. Koza explains that not only was Godey’s the most widely
read magazine prior to the civil war, but it also aimed to educate its readers, not merely to entertain.
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While the scholars quoted above make salient and accurate observations on women’s
relegation to the private sphere and their restricted ability to exist more broadly in the public sphere,
I propose the existence of a liminal third space: the sacred sphere, which offered a particular musical
outlet between public and private. Clark makes room for these gray areas in saying that “despite the
common rhetorical separation of the masculine and public sphere from the feminine and domestic
sphere, lines between the public and private spheres were, in reality, often blurred.”24 I propose that
two factors of French musical and cultural life during this period enabled the creation of this sacred
space for women: the ideal of piety, and the power of invisibility.
Musicologist Ingrid Sykes further discusses the conceptions of female piety in nineteenthcentury France and presents the division between convent (heavenly) and secular (earthly)
representations of this ideal. She describes female piety expressed in convents as “isolationist,
mystical, and feared by the authorities,” whereas secular piety was expressed by women who were
“truly participating in society, exposed, practical, and valued by most authorities.”25 Clark supports
this view and notes that “to justify engaging in activities that were somehow ‘public’ in nature,
women, and supportive men, frequently cited common notions about feminine qualities and argued
that in certain ‘public’ roles those special qualities might serve the general good.”26 While the study
of certain instruments (piano, voice, harp) afforded women the possibility to appropriately engage in
music within the private sphere, studying the organ opened other possibilities beyond the salon.
Sykes defines the role of women organists operating outside of convents as participating in the

24
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construction of a “harmonious morality” and contributing to a greater social good.27 According to
Sykes, it was this notion of female piety that justified the musical training of women as organists.28
While female musicians who pursued a public performance career on other instruments were often
accused of “lacking piety,” the organ was the only musical instrument directly associated with
religion and therefore piety.29
If aligning with conceptions of female piety allowed women organists to slip past some of the
barriers to public music-making, being able to play an instrument in which the performer is largely
hidden from view afforded them even more possibility. Clark points out that “Parisian critics
routinely coupled comments on musicianship with observations on [women performers’]
appearance or use of the body, often terming aspects of a performance masculine or feminine.
Compositions were also characterized as suitable or unsuitable for women.”30 While their colleagues
(particularly pianists) dealt with critics’ commentaries on their appearance and choice of repertoire,
women organists were able to neatly avoid this sort of scrutiny. The sheer size of the organ console
that the player must operate behind is one thing, but beyond this, the placement of most French
church organs in a tribune high above the ground floor places the organist entirely out of sight.
In an article exposing the presence of women organists in late-Georgian England, organist
David Shuker sites a marked decrease in the appointment of women organists after 1850. His
explanation of this phenomenon is closely linked to the change in the organist’s physical visibility.
What caused this change in fortune for women organists? One contributory factor was the
re-ordering of church interiors that moved organs and choirs from west galleries to newlyelevated chancels. The sight of women playing a significant role in the music of the liturgy
27

Sykes, “Female Piety,” 281.

28

Ibid., 54.
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Ibid., 207-208.
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Clark, Women and Achievement, 105.

did not sit easily with the Oxford Movement, and by the end of the nineteenth century it
was very rare to have a woman organist in a major parish church.31
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Fortunately for French women organists, it was through this same period that organs not only
remained in their elevated rear galleries and tribunes, but became even larger and grander thanks to
the innovations and designs of the organ builder Aristide Cavaillé-Coll. Thus, based on the French
social ideals of female piety, and the architecture and design of French churches, women organists
were allowed access to some of the most advanced musical technology and prestigious spaces of
their time. This confluence conferred entry to a sacred sphere, both public and invisible, in which
women could engage in the music-making for which they had been highly trained. Only one small
obstacle remained: navigating the institution of the Catholic Church.

The Catholic Church in France
In 1917 organist and music scholar Wallace Goodrich estimated that Catholicism accounted
for more than ninety percent of the Christian population in France.32 In Paris alone, the census of
1910 showed the population to be 2,888,110, of which 2,800,000 were estimated to be Catholic, and
only 60,000 Protestant.33 These numbers reveal the near omnipresence of the Catholic church
within the religious culture of France in this period. The Concordat of 1801, between Pope Pius VII
and Napoléon Bonaparte, established a firm relationship between the church and the state, and this
was not changed until the 1905 Loi de séparation des Églises et de l’État (separation of church and

David Shuker, “More than ‘distinguished ornaments’? Women Organists in Late-Georgian England,” Organists’ Review
(February 2010), 10.
31
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Wallace Goodrich, The Organ in France (Boston: Boston Music Company, 1917), 1.

Goodrich, Organ in France, 2. For comparison, New York, as of the census of 1911, showed 4,766,883 inhabitants and
of those only 1,642,140 identified as Catholic.
33

state).34 Although the law of separation greatly changed the complex political and religious
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relationship between the churches of Paris and the government, the Catholic church and its
buildings and instruments remained a locus of important religious, historical, and cultural activity.

Music and the Church: A Location of Cultural Importance
Setting their religious functions aside, the churches of Paris were home to music that
garnered them a place in the artistic milieu of one of the world’s primary cultural capitals.
Although, as Ellis points out, operas and symphonies topped the hierarchy of musical activity in
late-nineteenth-century France, they were not the only locations to find noteworthy music and
culture.35 To this day an understanding of the significance of churches as cultural locations (quite
apart from their religious context) can be seen in musicologist Nigel Simeone’s Paris: A Musical
Gazetteer; his list of the top ten musical landmarks in Paris includes two churches, along with the
Opera Garnier, Chopin’s home, and the Théâtre des Champs-Elysées.36 Churches were often the site of
important musical premieres, such as Berlioz’s Grande messe des morts (Saint-Louis des Invalides 1837),
Berlioz’s Te Deum (Saint-Eustache 1855), and Fauré’s Requiem (La Madeleine 1888).37
Although the dismal state of both the quality and appropriateness of church music in the
first part of the nineteenth century is thoroughly addressed by many other sources, by the later part
of the century, a sense of national pride had been restored. Ochse gives a succinct summation of
both the fall and rise of this art form and its instruments:

Goodrich, Organ in France, 1; Orpha Ochse, Organists and Organ Playing in Nineteenth-Century France and Belgium
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994), 122.
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The Revolution had left church music in shambles: organs damaged or destroyed, music
schools closed, and choirs disbanded. By the end of the [nineteenth] century French
churches bristled with world-famous organs commanded by brilliant performers, and the
educational opportunities in Paris for the eager young church musician were without parallel.
The church organist had every reason to believe that the Golden Age was at hand, or
perhaps just around the corner.38
In describing Widor’s tenure at Saint-Sulpice (1869-1933), American organist Frederic Stivin
(who was living and studying in Paris at the time) stated that a visit to the tribune became something
of a destination for the aristocracy and nobility; especially in the 1920s, it was not uncommon to see
“a Count, a Marquis, or a Baroness bedside Widor at the console.”39 Vierne shared similar stories in
his memoirs, recalling that in the tribune at Notre-Dame he welcomed “representatives of the
worlds of art, science, letters, diplomacy, law, medicine and government; bankers, socialites, prelates,
high church dignitaries, political leaders of all ranks…” also noting that he had to limit his guests
and visitors to fifty to avoid overcrowding.40 Vierne saw it as his solemn responsibility to showcase
the great organ in his charge (and thereby the school of French organ building) to all who wished to
learn, and to this end he recalled giving organ demonstrations for ambassadors from Germany,
England, Italy, Poland, Belgium, and Switzerland.41
The question of the cultural significance of a church and its music particularly came into
focus with the death of Louis Vierne. It was Vierne’s wish that upon his death there should be a
competition to determine his successor, and that the job not just be given to his assistant, Count
Léonce de Saint-Martin, whom Vierne discreetly implied was not equal to the task of upholding the
great musical tradition at this church of such prestige.42 When Vierne’s health begin to fail, he sent a
38
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letter to Cardinal Verdier, then Archbishop of Paris, stating his wishes, and also noting that he had
sent the same letter to the archpriest of Notre-Dame and the president of Les Amis de l’Orgue
(Friends of the Organ).43 Upon his death, the Chapter of Notre-Dame unanimously went against
Vierne’s wishes and appointed his former assistant Saint-Martin on 6 June 1937, the day after
Vierne’s funeral. The president of Les Amis de l’Orgue sprang into action, and that same day had a
petition written and signed by fifty-five “professionals representing the French organ school,
including every great living French Organist.”44 The letter echoed Vierne’s sentiments that NotreDame deserved to have someone worthy of its prestige and national significance, and again asked
that a competition be held. The Chapter defended its position, more letters ensued, and people
were deeply riled. This campaign culminated in a letter from the French Minister of Education and
Fine Arts to the Cardinal on 24 June 1937:
Eminence, Various notables of the musical world tell me how desirable it would be for Louis
Vierne's successor to the Organ of Notre-Dame to be appointed by competition, as the late
Master himself had been. Because of the great artistic interest attached to it, I have the
honor to call this wish to your high and benevolent attention. Please accept, Eminence, the
assurances of my highest consideration. The Minister of National Education and Fine Arts,
Jean Zay
Eminence, Diverses notabilités du monde musical me signalent combien il serait souhaitable que le successeur
de Louis Vierne à l'Orgue de Notre-Dame fût désigne par concours, comme l'avait été lui-même ce regrette
Maître. En raison de l'important intérêt artistique qui s'y attache, j'ai l'honneur d'appeller sur ce voeu votre
haute et bienveillante attention. Je vous prie d'agréer, Eminence, les assurances de ma haute consideration. Le
Ministre de l'Éducation Nationale et Beaux Arts, Jean Zay45
In the end, the Chapter’s decision was upheld, but such a ruckus was raised that Cardinal Verdier
This association, founded in 1927 by Bérenger de Miramon Fitz-James and Norbert Dufourcq, was part professional
association, part funding source; it published a well-respected journal and seemed to hold a central place in the organ
world of the period.
43
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drafted a proposal for a statute that would designate certain important churches, requiring them to
have a competition to fill a musical vacancy.
It would take several years, and the appointment of a new Archbishop of Paris, for this issue
to be finally and firmly resolved. In 1943 Cardinal Emmanuel Célestin Suhard, acknowledging the
cultural importance of certain historical and prestigious churches, issued a new and widely published
Ordinance, which began with the following statement:
Considering, on one hand, that several churches of our Diocese have great organs which,
either by the number and variety of their registers, or by the age and excellence of their
craftsmanship, are among the monuments of art most important in the capital, it is therefore
essential that these instruments be entrusted only to masters qualified both by their
professional merit and by the judgments of their peers.
Considérant, d'une part, que plusieurs églises de Notre Diocèse possédant des grandes orgues qui, soit par le
nombre et la variété de leurs registres, soit par l'ancienneté et l'excellence de leur facture, comptent parmi les
monuments d'art les plus considérables de la capitale, qu'il est donc indispensable que ces instruments ne
soient confiés qu'à des maîtres qualifiés tant par leur valeur professionelle que par le jugements de leurs.46
In brief, the ordinance outlined that some churches and organs (especially the organs) were so
significant that organists could only be appointed to the position of titulaire through a competition
judged by the priest, along with at least eight other jury members including the Director of the
Conservatoire, a member of the Commission des Orgues des Monuments historiques, three people from the
Commission d’Art Sacré de Liturgie et d’Histoire du Diocèse, and three from the Union des Maîtres de Chapelle
et Organistes or another professional organization representing church musicians. Further specifics of
the ordinance will be discussed subsequently, but this prologue serves to put into focus how
seriously the Parisians considered their churches, music, and organs—“monuments of art most
important in the capital.”
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Simeone calls attention to the long history of the French organist-composer going back to
the seventeenth century and notes that the renaissance of the later nineteenth century was brought
about, in part, by the groundbreaking technological advances and designs of the Cavaillé-Coll
organs.47 Many other sources have addressed at length the significance of Cavaillé-Coll and the
other factors that led to this musical flourishing, so I will not further expound on it here.48 Organs,
many of which were destroyed during the Revolution, became highly valued national treasures
within the span of a generation. They were so valued, in fact, that in at least one example of statecontrol, there is record of the organ keys of St. Gervais being kept, to the great chagrin of the
organist, at the local government office.49
An article from the French journal L’Orgue in 2013 lists the total number of organs in
France, by department (region) and location (church, school, etc.), along with the population for
each region. Although the number of instruments was counted in 2013, it is notable that the author
provided population figures from 1881 (as well as current) because this represents the time period
when so many organs were installed.50 Over 8,000 instruments were documented in ninety-five
regions; however, I will limit my focus to Paris, where there were 312 instruments distributed in the
following locations: 162 in churches (Catholic), thirty-four in temples (Protestant), fourteen in
conservatoires, forty in salons, eleven in religious communities, twenty in schools, and thirty-one in
assorted other locations. Forty-two of these instruments are classified as historic monuments.
47
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It is best not to leave to assumption the integral role that the organ played in the Catholic
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mass during this period. Especially in a post-Vatican II world, where our conceptions of church
music do not always include the organ, it is worth noting the primacy and centrality of this
instrument, particularly in France. Cardinal Suhard not only described the organs as monuments of
art but also went on to confirm the important work of the organist within the context of the
liturgy:51
The church organist is not an isolated artist, from whom only the virtuosity and the technical
science of the instrument would matter, but rather an assiduous collaborator with the clergy
in the celebration of the Divine Office, that, therefore, he must demonstrate a perfect
competence in the field of Liturgy, and especially of plainchant, according to the terms
previously defined by the Ordinances and Instructions of the Sovereign Pontiffs.
L’organiste d'église n'est pas un artiste isolé, de qui seules importeraient la virtuosité et la science technique de
l'instrument, mais bien un collaborateur assidu du clergé dans la célébration de l'Office divin, que, par
conséquent, il doit faire la preuve d'une parfaite compétence dans le domaine de la Liturgie et spécialement du
chant sacré, selon les conditions définies naguère par les Ordonnances et Instructions des Souverains Pontifes.
The role of the organ, then, was no mere artistic decoration, but rather represented a collaboration
and co-creation of the liturgy.
The Parisian rite was in regular usage through the first part of the 1800s, but according to
Ochse, the Roman rite gradually replaced the Parisian rite throughout the nineteenth century, and by
1874 usage of the Roman rite was mandatory.52 In either rite, organ music in the mass during this
period was largely improvised. A hand-drawn chart from the Parisian Archdiocese’s archives is the
result of a correspondence in 1886 between the Cardinal and C. Pougny, which outlines the use of
the organ (as well as the choir, soloist, and choir organ) during the mass. The document (see Figure
4.1) is titled: Applications of the Parish Offices from the Rubrics concerning the alternation of the
organ and the choir according to the Ceremonial and the practice of the most authorized churches
51
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d'aprés le Cérémonial et la pratique des Églises et Chapelles les plus autorisées).53 I include this figure mainly to
show how integral and prescribed the use of the grand organ and choir organ were during the mass.
Though not indicated on this document, Ochse also describes the practice, towards the latter part of
the nineteenth century and onward, for the sortie especially to become a “brilliant virtuosic
postlude.”54
William C. Carl, founder of the Guilmant Organ School in New York, wrote of the
considerable attention that Guilmant received for his liturgical playing, and he also described his
musical tasks as such: “to play the prelude, offertory, postlude and incidental music on the grand
organ during the mass. At vespers he improvised the interludes, of which there were many, besides
playing the set pieces.”55 In 1895 Guilmant himself described the organist’s duties for the Catholic
mass in France as follows: “In our services, the grand-orgue is called upon generally to make itself
heard in alternation with the choir: at mass, at the Kyrie, Gloria, Sanctus, and Agnus Dei; at vespers,
after the psalms, at the hymn, at the Magnificat.”56 The grand-orgue that Guilmant refers to was a large
instrument placed in the west gallery or tribune, above the entrance to the church. Many churches
also had another smaller instrument, a choir-organ (orgue de chœur) that was placed near the chancel
and played by the choirmaster or an assistant organist.
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Figure 4.1 - Applications of the Parish Offices from the Rubrics concerning the alternation of the
organ and the choir (Applications aux Offices Paroissiaux)
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The Moto Proprio of Pope Pius X in 1903, in addition to reinforcing Gregorian chant as the
primary form of liturgical music, also called for the participation of the people, which had not, prior
to this, been a main focus of the French mass. Thus, in addition to its solo function for the
entrance, offertory, communion, and postlude, and the practice of alternating verses of the Kyrie,
Gloria, Sanctus, and Agnus Dei between the grand orgue and orgue de chœur, the organ now had the
additional role of accompanying the assembled.57 In large churches, however, the role of
accompaniment was often given over to the orgue de chœur.
Goodrich’s 1917 book The Organ in France further details the roles and functions of the
organ(s) in the mass.58 He confirms that the orgue de chœur is used primarily to accompany the choir,
while the grand-orgue and its player are responsible for the “artistic embellishment” of the service.
Because the grand-orgue did not often have the specific role of accompanying, and instead was heard
much more for improvisation, Goodrich claims that this created the element of a solo
performance.59
It is in the interludes or organ responses to the several versets of Kyrie eleison, or Psalm, or
Canticle, based upon their melodies or antiphons respectively, that the artistic resource and
ability of the executant are displayed, often to an astonishing degree; while opportunity for
the performance of masterpieces of organ composition, or for extended and remarkably
skillful improvisation, is furnished at the Offertory, and at other portions of the liturgy.60
American organist William Barnes, on a visit to hear Widor at Saint-Sulpice in the 1930s, described
the organ music as a “perfect blaze of tone that bursts forth from the grand organ in the gallery as
an antiphonal effect, from time to time during the service. Some of M. Widor’s effects were
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stunning… effective, startling, and daring in a grand manner.”61
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Though not necessarily indicative of a universal practice, Simeone quotes an interview with
Messiaen in which the latter described his duties at La Trinité: “For the High Mass on Sunday, I
played only the plainsong, harmonized or not according to circumstances; for the eleven o’clock
Mass on Sundays, classical and romantic music; for the Mass at noon, I was allowed to play my own
music; and finally, for the five o’clock Vespers I was obliged to improvise.”62 Joachim Havard de La
Montagne, choirmaster of La Madeleine from 1967, also detailed another French practice of the
“recital mass” from the early twentieth century, in which, for low masses (spoken), the organ would
play nearly without interruption during the entire liturgy.63 He described that in this case, music took
precedence over speech; while the priest, with his back to the assembly, quietly said the mass in
Latin, some faithful recited the rosary, while others read the sacred texts or simply came to listen to
the music.64 Musicologist François Sabatier suggests that the “recital mass” came to prominence
during the inter-war years, and that in the years following the Second World War this practice began
to meet with unfavorable reactions and attempts at reform, which subsequently began to call into
question the role of the organ in the liturgy.65 The biggest changes and reforms came, of course,
with the Second Vatican Council, which falls just beyond my research period.
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The Job of the Organist
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In larger churches, separate positions existed for the organiste accompagnateur (choir organist),
the maître de chapelle (choirmaster), and the titulaire organist, who presided over the grand organ.66
This section will focus primarily on the role of the titulaire, what defined this position, and how it
was acquired. In 1948 a labor agreement was reached between the Archdiocese of Paris and the
union of church musicians (Syndicat National des Artistes Musicians d’Églises & des Artistes des Choeurs).
An overarching goal of this agreement was to establish that “the contracting parties intend to work,
in a spirit of mutual trust and collaboration, for the enhancement of the profession of church
artist” (les parties contractantes entendent travailler, dans un esprit de confiance et de collaboration mutuelles, à la
valorisation de la profession d'artiste d'église).67 Article 16 of this document stated that an organist was
considered a titulaire when they were paid by the month (salaried), or, if paid per service, when the
organist was required by their contract to be personally present for all of the Sunday services and
feasts of obligation, even if the services were reduced to one per Sunday. Article 17 further clarified
that an agreement with a titulaire must be codified at the beginning of the liturgical year by a signed
contract detailing the number of services and engagements required, adding that the normal
requirement was la Grand Messe and Vespers for fifty-two Sundays, minus vacations, and the four
feasts of obligation: Ascension, Assumption, All Saints, and Christmas (except Midnight Mass).68
Anything outside of these services, according to Article 18, would require supplemental payment.
Anne Froidebise, a Belgian organist, also noted that historically, as well as today, the benefits of the
titulaire position extend beyond the tribune; for example, a titulaire may organize concerts, inviting
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other organists to perform, and then be invited in return.69
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Pierre Guillot, whose dictionary of French organists of the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries provides a vast reference for the sheer number of musicians in this role (with over 500
pages filled with names and positions), outlines the various historical methods for gaining a position
as a titulaire.70 Since the nineteenth century, organists could earn this position by concours (which, in
principal meant the appointment of the best candidate), by a job posting in the press, or by direct
appointment by the clergy. There were also, always with the clergy’s consent, those jobs that were
passed from parent to child, or teacher to student. Finally there was the possibility of placement, in
which a church would work with a particular institution (such as L’École Niedermeyer, Schola
Cantorum, or INJA) to supply them an organist. Ochse provides a historical timeline of the
prevalence of these various hiring practices.71 Through the earlier part of the nineteenth century, it
was common to come by a church position through family connection or apprenticeship, like the
generations of Couperins that served at Saint-Gervais. Another means of securing a position
during this time was to become a survivancier; in this system a young organist without family
connection, who served as an assistant or suppléant, would be designated as the successor to the
titulaire upon their retirement or death. If no survivancier had been appointed, and the organist had
no obvious heirs, the position might be filled by competition. Based on Ochse’s description of the
process, it seems that competition was a last resort; however, towards the later part of the
nineteenth century competitions became more common.72
Requirements for competitions changed throughout the century (in 1833 one job required
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candidates to present letters vouching for their moral character from a clergyman and their mayor);
by 1896 the competition for the position at Saint-Denis (supervised by Widor) required the
candidate to accompany a plainchant, improvise a fugue and a piece in the symphonic style, and play
a memorized piece by Bach.73 By 1900 the requirements for the position at Notre-Dame included all
of the aforementioned, but additionally the candidate had to submit a list of five memorized pieces,
from which the jury would choose one to be performed on the spot. This particular competition
was won unanimously by Louis Vierne, and upon his appointment, he was informed by the Canon
Pisani:
Your tribune is your home. No one may enter it without your written or verbal
permission… You are responsible for the part that the great organ has in the service, from
both a liturgical and an artistic point of view. You are likewise responsible for maintaining
order in your tribune. The entrance reserved for you is in the north tower… Your mission is
to restore to the organ of Notre-Dame its glory of past centuries. We know that you will do
everything to accomplish that end.74
Cardinal Suhard’s 1943 Ordinance gave a detailed listing of what was required for a titulaire
competition, which in turn provides a window on the musical skills required for the job. Each
competitor was required to present:
A. An improvisation in the form of a choral paraphrase on a Gregorian theme.
B. An improvisation of an expressive piece on a given theme, or one movement of a sonata
on two themes (at the jury’s discretion).
C. Performance of three pieces: one from the repertoire of French organ music of the
sixteenth to eighteenth centuries, one piece of J.S. Bach, and one piece from the organ
literature of the nineteenth or twentieth centuries. Three options for each of these
selections will be pre-determined by the jury two months before the competition.
The ordinance further specified that in order to be eligible to audition for a major church position in
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Conservatoire or other equivalent training from the Schola Cantorum, École César-Franck, or École
Normale.75
For the most part, titulaire positions came with a precise contract stipulating duties (which
often included the maintenance of the organ) and a salary. However, Nichols points out that the
draw of the titulaire position was not money, for they were never lucrative posts, but rather the gloire
that came with the position.76 Because of this, organists tended to hold these positions for a very
long time, and when a job was vacated, either by death or the incumbent’s physical decline
precluding the long climb up to the tribune, the process of finding a replacement could become
vigorously competitive (as evidenced in the aforementioned Vierne succession saga). Nichols
estimates that between 1905 and 1931 only two vacancies occurred at major Parisian churches: 1922
Saint-Philippe du Roule, and 1924 Saint-Augustin.77 Simeone also notes the extremely long tenures
of many Parisian titulaires during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, citing Widor’s sixty-three
years at Saint-Sulpice, followed by Dupré’s thirty-eight years at the same church, Messiaen’s sixty-one
years at La Trinité, as well as Vierne’s thirty-seven years at Notre-Dame, and Saint-Saëns’ nineteen
years at La Madeleine.78 Beyond these more famous examples, the tenures of many other Parisian
organists can be best counted by decades rather than years.

Significant Churches
As of 1910 there were seventy-eight Catholic churches in the diocese of Paris, a significant
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reduction from the pre-revolution days, which had counted more than two hundred churches in the
capital.79 However, as one might imagine, not all of these churches were of equal size or
significance, either historically or musically speaking. In determining which churches were
“significant” during this period (in addition to the obvious edifices of Notre-Dame, La Madeleine,
and Saint-Sulpice), I have consulted several sources, both contemporary and historical, namely:
Orpha Ochse, Nigel Simeone, and Cardinal Suhard.
Ochse describes the 1890s as a point of arrival regarding the number of notable instruments
in the hands of “fine performers” and goes on to name a dozen of these performers and the
prominent churches where they played (see the first column of Table 4.1).80 Simeone also gives a list
of historically and musically significant churches, noted in the second column of Table 4.1.81 The
names of the organists associated with each church, as given by Simeone and Ochse, are most often
those in the titulaire position; however, in some cases they also named organists who served as
assistants or substitutes. While both Ochse and Simeone provide a valuable contemporary lens
regarding which churches were historically significant, it is perhaps even more salient to consult a
source from the period regarding a ranking of significant churches. Cardinal Suhard’s 1943
Ordinance (as previously discussed) declared that certain Paris churches must hold a competition to
fill the position of titulaire organist, based on the status and cultural value assigned to these churches
and their organs (see the third column of Table 4.1).82 The fourteen churches shown in bold were
required to hold this competition. In a secondary category, the Cardinal listed an additional fourteen
churches that may hold a competition; however, if the priest did not believe this to be necessary, he
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was entitled to appoint a titulaire after having consulted two members of the Commission d’Art Sacré,
the Director of the Conservatoire, one member of the Commission des Orgues, and two members of
the Union des Maîtres de Chapelle et Organistes or another professional organization which represented
church musicians. This second category of churches is also contained in the third column of Table
4.1, unbolded. Furthermore, the ordinance specified four churches that were required to hold a
competition for the position of choir organist; these are noted with an asterisk in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 - Significant Parisian churches and associated organists, according to three sources
Ochse

Simeone

Cardinal Suhard

Organists listed by
Ochse/Simeone

La Madeleine

La Madeleine

La Madeleine*

Alexandre-Charles
Fessy, Eugène Gigout,
Camille Saint-Saëns,
Gabriel Fauré,
Théodore Dubois,
Henri Dallier, Jeanne
Demessieux, Odile Pierre,
François-Henri
Houbart

La Trinité

La Trinité

La Trinité

Alexandre Guilmant,
Charles Quef, Olivier
Messiaen

Notre-Dame-de-Paris Notre-Dame-de-Paris Notre-Dame-deParis*

Eugène-Michel Sargent,
Louis Vierne

Saint-Augustin

Saint-Augustin

Saint-Augustin*

Eugène Gigout

Saint-Clotilde

Saint-Clotilde

Saint-Clotilde

César Franck, Gabriel
Pierné, Charles
Tournamire, Maurice
Duruflé, Jean-YvesDaniel Lesur, Jean
Langlais

Saint-Eustache

Saint-Eustache

Saint-Eustache

Henri Dallier, Joseph
Bonnet, André
Marchal, Jean Guillou
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Saint-Germain
l’Auxerrois

Saint-Germain
l’Auxerrois

Saint-Germain
l’Auxerrois

Saint-Louis d’Antin

Alexandre-PierreFrançois Boëly, M. Vast
Clément Loret

Saint-Merry

Saint-Merry

Saint-Merry

Paul Wachs, Camille
Saint-Saëns

Saint-Severin

Saint-Severin

Saint-Severin

Albert Périlhou,
Camille Saint-Saëns

Saint-Sulpice

Saint-Sulpice

Saint-Sulpice*

Louis-Nicolas
Clérambault, Alexandre
Guilmant, CharlesMarie Widor, Gabriel
Fauré, André Messager,
Louis Vierne, Marcel
Dupré, Jean-Jacques
Grunenwald, Daniel
Roth

Saint-Vincent de Paul Saint-Vincent de Paul Saint-Vincent de Paul

Auguste Durand, Léon
Boëllmann

Notre-Dame d’Auteuil
Notre-Dame des
Victoires
Sacré-Cœur
Saint-Antoine des
Quinze-Vingts
Saint-Denis
Saint-Etienne-duMont

Saint-Etienne-duMont

Maurice Duruflé, MarieMadeleine Duruflé

Saint-François-de-Sales
Saint-François-Xavier
Saint-Germain-desPrés

Saint-Germain-desPrés

André Marchal

Saint-Gervais

Saint-Gervais

Couperin family,
Charles Bordes

Saint-Honoré-d’Eylau Saint-Honoré-d’Eylau

Gabriel Fauré
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Saint-Jacques du HautPas
Saint-Nicolas-desChamps
Saint-Philippe-duRoule

Saint-Philippe-du-Roule

Henri Mulet

Saint-Pierre du GrosCaillou
Saint-Pierre-deMontrouge

Saint-Pierre-deMontrouge

Henri Mulet, JeanJacques Grunenwald

Saint-Roch

Saint-Roch

Claude-Bénigne
Balbastre, Henri Mulet

Notre-Dame-deClignancourt

Gabriel Fauré

Notre-Dame-deLorette

César Franck

Saint-Eugène

Raoul Pugno

Saint-Jean—Saint
François

César Franck, Léo
Delibes

Saint-Louis-desInvalides
La Sainte-Chapelle

Marc-Antoine
Charpantier, Couperin
family

Sainte-Croix-de-laBretonnerie

Jean-Philippe Rameau

The list of organists named in Table 4.1 is not comprehensive, nor was it intended to be; I
am merely reproducing the names given by Ochse, who covers the late-nineteenth century, and
Simeone, whose references extend both before and after that period. As I will discuss in the
following section, many organists who played at these churches were routinely left off such lists. It
is also necessary to point out that while Ochse and Cardinal Suhard are listing important churches
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with specific regard to the organ, Simeone is listing all churches that were important cultural sites,
often because of a well-known organist or organ but in some cases because of other musical events,
such as the musical premieres referenced earlier in this chapter. Although each of the lists shown in
Table 4.1 was made with slightly different criteria based on each author’s intent and represent
differing time spans, the appearance of a church on more than one of these lists further
demonstrates its importance over time, and situates it within the context of the broader musical
world, not just organ circles.
As shown in Table 4.1, the following eleven churches are referenced by Ochse, Simeone, and
Suhard: La Madeleine, La Trinité, Notre-Dame-de-Paris, Saint-Augustin, Saint-Clotilde, SaintEustache, Saint-Germain l’Auxerrois, Saint-Merry, Saint-Severin, Saint-Sulpice, and Saint-Vincent de
Paul. With only one exception (Saint-Louis d’Antin), all of the churches referenced by Ochse
appear on the other two lists as well. However, there is more differentiation between the remaining
churches named by Simeone and Cardinal Suhard. The following seven churches, though not
referenced by Ochse, are named by both Simeone and Suhard: Saint-Etienne-du-Mont, SaintGermain-des-Prés, Saint-Gervais, Saint-Honoré-d’Eylau, Saint-Philippe-du-Roule, Saint-Pierre-deMontrouge, and Saint-Roch. Finally, there are ten churches named by Cardinal Suhard, both in
category A (those churches requiring a competition) and B (competition optional), that do not
appear on either Ochse’s or Simeone’s lists. Because His Eminence was writing during the period, I
feel it important not to overlook these named churches: Notre-Dame d’Auteuil, Notre-Dame des
Victoires, Sacré-Cœur, Saint-Antoine des Quinze-Vingts, Saint-Denis, Saint-François-de-Sales,
Saint-François-Xavier, Saint-Jacques du Haut-Pas, Saint-Nicolas-des-Champs, and Saint-Pierre du
Gros-Caillou.83

As in Table 4.1, churches listed in bold were required to hold a competition to fill the titulaire position; for churches
not in bold, competition was optional but there were other stipulations surrounding a titulaire’s appointment.
83
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As another way to consider the significance of a given church, organ scholar Rollin Smith
gives the following figures for the numbers of parishioners at the following “musically important
parishes” in 1900 (see Table 4.2).84 While sheer size does not communicate musical significance—
Smith first notes that Saint-Pierre de Montrouge had 72,000 parishioners, making it the largest
parish, but says nothing about its musical prominence—it does give some sense of impact, in terms
of the number of people the music of a given parish might reach.

Table 4.2 - Number of parishioners at Parisian churches, 1900
Church name

Number of parishioners

Saint-Sulpice

39,000

Saint-Augustin

31,000

La Madeleine

28,000

La Trinité

28,000

Saint-Eustache

20,000

Saint-Merry

20,000

Saint-Jean—Saint-Francois

20,000

Saint-Clotilde

16,000

Notre-Dame de Paris

7,000

Women and the Church
At the risk of stating the obvious, the Catholic church has, throughout history, maintained
rather tight reins on allowing women into positions of leadership. Musical roles within the church
have been no less fraught, with interdictions often outweighing the allowances. Nevertheless,
exceptions and gray areas have existed. Even today, the tenuous place of women—in particular,
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those with official visibility—persists. Contemporary French organist Anne-Gaëlle Chanon has
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remarked, “Our instrument is placed in churches. And the Church is not an entity that advocates
the most for gender equality…” (Notre instrument est placé dans les églises. Et l’Église n’est pas l’entité qui
prône le plus l’égalité hommes-femmes….).85 Historically speaking, Vilcosqui states that “the peculiarity of
this instrument is that it plays in churches where the religious authorities, when they were not against
women musicians (and they were), thought that the study of an instrument should serve as a hobby
to women, like embroidery.” (La particularité de cet instrument est qu'il ne peut su jouer que dans églises or les
autorites religieuses lorsque’elles n’étaient pas contre les femmes musiciennes (et elles l’étaient), pensaient que l’etude
d’un instrument devait servir de passe-temps aux femmes a l’instar de la broderie.)86 Even as of 2018, Beatrice
Piertot, co-titulaire of Saint-Laurent in Paris, noted that “Priests don’t always feel comfortable with
female organists. Rare are those who do not experience the misogyny of members of the clergy at
one time or another.” (Les prêtres ne sent pas toujours à l’aise aves les femmes organistes. Rares sont celles qui
ne subissent pas, un jour ou l’autre, la misogynie des members du clergé.)87 I should note here that for the
scope of this chapter, I am focusing on women’s involvement/role in the music of parish churches,
cathedrals, and more public religious spaces, rather than separate cloistered spaces such as convents,
which also had long traditions of fine music-making explored in other sources.88
Although musical training was prized in many convents, according to Clark, historically in
non-cloistered spaces “religious authorities excluded [women] from church choirs, Catholic and
Protestant, because of moral concerns about mingling the sexes or letting the alluring qualities in
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women’s voices be heard.”89 Tra le Sollecitudini, the 1903 Moto Proprio of Pope Pius X, stated that
singers and choirs officially excluded men of questionable piety and probity, and women (regardless
of their piety). This is further explained in Section V. 13: “On the same principle it follows that
singers in church have a real liturgical office, and that therefore women, being incapable of
exercising such office, cannot be admitted to form part of the choir. Whenever, then, it is desired to
employ the acute voices of sopranos and contraltos, these parts must be taken by boys, according to
the most ancient usage of the Church.”90 Yet when the following section addresses the organ and its
use, no specific mention is made of women.
French musicologist Françoise Escal, in her book on gender differences in music, elaborates
on some the practical circumstances surrounding the presence and absence of women in church
music, particularly related to the organ and its physical placement:
We know that, in the Judeo-Christian world, women have long been kept away from liturgical
ritual. Without recalling the texts of Saint Paul on women in general and on their place in
the church… it should be noted that in the middle of the nineteenth century a woman could
not be admitted into the choir of a church, a sacred space reserved for the clergy or male
laity, and that is why the treble voice parts were sung by young boys.91 Thus, the choir organ,
which was enclosed in the choir stalls, could not be played by a woman. However, an
exception could be made if this organ was located just outside the space reserved for the
clergy and the cantors, as in the small country churches without a tribune, in which case the
organ would be placed in the transept. Although most women were often excluded from
church music, women who were married to organists were allowed to serve as replacements
for their husbands, which was quite common, it seems, in the nineteenth century. We know,
for example, from certain testimonies that the wife of the organist Wackenthaler, titulaire of
the organ in Strasbourg cathedral, often replaced her husband and that she was as capable
with the liturgy and the handling of the pedal as he.
On sait que, dans le monde judéo-chrétien, la femme a longtemps été tenue à l'écart du rituel liturgique. Sans
rappeler les textes de saint Paul sur la femme en général et sur sa place dans l'église… il convient de préciser
89
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qu’au milieu du 19e siècle une femme ne pouvait être admise dans le choeur d'une église, espace sacré réservé
au clergé ou aux laïcs masculins, et c'est pourquoi les voix de dessus était chantées par de jeuunes garçons.
Ainsi, l'orgue d'accompagnement liturgique enclavé dans les stalles du choeur ne pouvait être tenu par une
femme, mais l'interdiction tombait si cet orgue était situé juste en dehors de l'espace réservé au clergé et aux
chantres, comme dans les petites églises de campagne dépourvues de tribune, l'instrument étant placé à même le
sol, dans le transept. Souvent exclues de l’exercice cultuel de la musique, les femmes ont pourtant officié,
quand, par example, épouses d'organistes, elles les suppléant. Ce qui était assez fréquent, semble-t-il, au 19e
siècle. On sait, par exemple, par certains témoignages que la femme de l’organiste Wackenthaler, titulaire du
grand orgue de la cathédrale de Strasbourg, remplaçait souvent son mari et qu’elle possédait la liturgie et le
maniement de la pédale aussi bien que lui.92
Escal also notes that despite archbishops holding and, in some cases, exercising the power to restrict
women from playing any musical part in churches within their jurisdiction, even in the earlier part of
the nineteenth century, some women did hold organist positions.93 Guillot gives a few specific
examples of these women organists, going back to the sixteenth century. However, despite these
early exceptions, he confirms that the church had the power to forbid women from organ tribunes,
and often did.94 Mme Mondrot, who had been the organist of Saint-Pothin in Lyon from 1846, was
told in 1850 by a new priest that she was no longer authorized, an account of being a woman, to
cross the sanctuary to play the instrument.95 In fact, women could be banned from the tribunes
even as listeners. According to one account, an organist in 1825 at Saint-Melaine in Morlaix was
fired for simply having introduced some women to the organ and then playing it in front of them.96
Yet Guillot points out that this attitude toward women and the organ was mostly non-existent in the
villages and countryside where women were often found playing organs or harmoniums.
While Sabatier states that in 1900 none of the important French tribunes were occupied by
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parenthetical note “at least officially.”97 This reference to women being “officially” absent implies
their off-the-record presence, which from time to time had a way of revealing itself, as I will detail in
the subsequent section. Addressing the broader concepts behind the presence of women organists,
rather than specific exceptions, organist Lenore Alford claims that “the model and persona of the
nun-organist has been a tacit lifestyle requirement of women organists in the Catholic Church.”98
Alford’s dissertation, which situates the works and career accomplishments of French organist
Rolande Falcinelli within both feminist musicology studies and patriarchal church structures, also
cites other examples from Joan of Arc to Hildegard, pointing out that women who have been
allowed an elevated position of respect and some modicum of influence have fit this model of
transcending the body through chastity and mysticism.99
Beyond official church practice in a given time and place, there were also broader cultural
opinions about women organists. Even Gigout, who was noted in a previous chapter as the
Conservatoire organ professor with the second highest percentage of female students, did not think
favorably of women’s abilities to hold a position as a church musician:
A woman may become an excellent organist. There is nothing to prevent her management
of the instrument. Her execution, interpretation, repertoire may be as good as any man, of
equal capacity, but for the rigorous, laborious, long and frequent duties of organ service in
regular church work a woman, by strength, temperament, home duties, is wholly unfit. She
may be an artiste, but not an organiste.100
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l’Annonciation: “Women may be taught to be good organ players, but they cannot be organists in
the sense of the term on account of the arduous duties and the difficulty of getting positions.”101
Yet, fortunately, even during the nineteenth century, not everyone was against women
holding official positions as organists. In 1850, organist Joseph Régnier wrote: “Women are wellsuited to the work of the organist because through their education they learned how to maintain
modesty and propriety, whereas men very often forget these conventions and indulge in drinking,
smoking, and are more garrulous than women would ever be.” (Les femmes conviendront d’autant mieux
à l’orgue que la réserve de leur éducation saurait y maintenir la police des convenances, tant de fois oubliées par les
organistes buveurs, fumeurs, et plus bavards qu jamais femme ne le fût.)102 And towards the end of the century,
organist Emile Bernard, titulaire of Notre-Dame-des-Champs, opined: “The exclusion of women
from the Paris organ lofts [is] a mistake. It is not an intelligent discrimination, and is against the best
artistic performance of sacred music…. There is no just reason why women should be excluded. It
is a result of the peculiar relations of sex in France, viewed from an archbishop’s standpoint.”103
While Bernard’s open support for equality is especially encouraging, the general nineteenth-century
attitude, at least when publicly shared, ranged from pejorative to downright misogynistic. By 1947
though, the French musicologist, organist, and co-founder of Les Amis de l’Orgue Norbert Dufourcq
wrote:
At a time when France has lost a number of her sons, very few young people seem drawn to
the vocation of organist….In great numbers, young girls have taken to our instrument. We
hope they do it honor. Let us acknowledge as they deserve, the talents of Mlles M. L. Girod,
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Demessieux, Raffy, Falcinelli, Aubutt, Lagaché, and Thouvenot. We hope they find many
imitators! And that the tribunes of Paris will be welcoming to these able fairies to execute or
improvise in the liturgy.104

Notable Women at Notable Churches
Within the context of French society during this period, which was not especially feminist,
and the Catholic church, which has also not been a particular progressive space for gender equality,
it becomes even more remarkable that we find numerous women working in church music in France.
Although representation was not then, and has never been, equal, in the subsequent section I will
demonstrate that women made up a significant presence in the field of French sacred music from
the late nineteenth to the mid-twentieth century.

Titulaire versus Suppléante
General lack of recognition for equal artistic effort is not a new theme for women. A French
music journal from 1996 published a list of organists and choirmasters of the “Principal Parisian
churches” 1871-1874, which included thirty-three churches and not a single woman’s name.105 This
is not to say that no women ever played at any of these churches (the list includes many of the
churches already named in Table 4.1, so I have chosen not to reproduce it here). While some
women, who will be addressed subsequently, did hold official positions as titulaires, many more
fulfilled the same duties but as substitute organists, often with no formal record or recognition.
There are many interchangeable words frequently employed for an organist who took the place of
the titulaire, whether on a one-time or a regular basis: suppléante, deputy, replacement, alternate,
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assistant, substitute. For consistency, I will use the terms titulaire and suppléante when referring to the
roles of head organist versus anyone they deputized to play in their absence.
Upon Vierne’s appointment at Notre-Dame in 1900, he was informed that he was
responsible for choosing his own suppléants, but that the Chapter (of Notre-Dame) must not know
who they were.106 No reasons were given as to the need for this anonymity. Vierne also held the
power to authorize the suppléants to indicate, on their concert programs, resumes, and other publicity,
that they had fulfilled this role for him. While this only represents the practice of one church, given
that it was Notre-Dame, it may have been a model for other significant churches. The 1948 labor
agreement, referenced in the previous section, also dictates rules surrounding the (temporary)
replacement for the titulaire; Article 21: Exceptionally, the titulaire can be replaced provided that the
replacement is a professional artist of the same category and of the same skill, and that he is
approved by the choir master, in agreement with the parish. (Exceptionnellement, le titulaire pourra se faire
remplacer à condition que le remplaçant soit un artiste professional de la même catégorie et de même registre, et qu'il
soit agréé par le Maître de Chapelle, d'accord avec la paroisse.)107 Whether anonymous, as in Vierne’s case, or
requiring secondary approval, the job of securing the suppléante remained the responsibility of the
titulaire, and just as certain Conservatoire professors welcomed more women into their classrooms,
certain titulaires seemed more open to inviting their female students or colleagues to replace them
when needed.

Working Women
One of the great difficulties in researching women’s musical activities in eras when women
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were not considered significant contributors to society, artistic or otherwise, is the sheer lack of data.
Musicologist Sylvie Granger acknowledges that “where women in artistic life are concerned, they are
frequently invisible in the sources.”108 Although her findings are outside of the research period for
this dissertation, Granger’s important work documenting the presence of women organists in
eighteenth-century France provides a valuable point of departure and confirms that many of the
women who had access to the instrument at this time were the wives, daughters, or sisters of
organists.109 Family connection remained one avenue of access through the nineteenth century, but
by the twentieth century, as educational opportunities increased and young musicians were no longer
reliant on familial lineage for their training, the teacher-student relationship became more prevalent
as a means of entry into this field.
These highly trained women, who sometimes evaded record, found their way into the tribunes
of some of the most prestigious musical venues in Paris. Sykes observes that “complete with large
organs, these cathedrals and churches possessed very public and exposed musical positions in
Parisian society.”110 And yet, this “exposure” was not visual. As referenced earlier, the design of the
French church, and in particular the placement of the grand orgue in the tribune, high above the main
entrance, meant that the player (no matter their gender) remained invisible to all below. The
historical invisibility that troubles present-day scholars was at the same time a source of potential,
allowing women to function in spaces where they might not otherwise have been welcome.
This invisibility certainly worked in the favor, at least for a time, of Henriette Puig-Roget, who
served as a suppléante for her former teacher, Charles Tournemire, at Saint-Clotilde in the 1930s. In
Sylvie Granger, “Church Musicians in France at the End of the Eighteenth Century: An Ambitious Prosopographic
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2010), 7.
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an interview given in 1990, Puig-Roget recalls her time at Saint-Clotilde:
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Since the parish priest did not want a woman in the tribune, I had to pass as Mister Roget; I
wore pants and avoided being seen; but one day a fuse blew, and I had to go to the sacristy, I
was discovered! I was kept on all the same, and I continued there as organist until the age of
thirty.
Comme le curé ne voulait pas de femme à tribune, je me suis donc fait passer pour Monsieur Roget; je portais
le pantalon et évitais de me montrer; mais un jour, les plombs ont sauté et bien obligée de me rendre à la
sacristie, j’ai été découverte! On m’a tout de même gardée, et j’ai exercée comme organiste jusqu’à l’âge de
trente ans.111
Puig-Roget also stated that during his tenure at Saint-Clotilde, Tournemire only played for Sunday
masses and big festivals; for all of the other offices and services (weddings, funerals, baptisms, etc.)
he did not trouble himself and left them to a suppléante, which meant that she was kept quite busy.112
Another significant church to have an even more significant suppléante was La Madeleine in the early
1900s. While still in her teens, a precocious Nadia Boulanger began filling in at La Madeleine in
1903, first for Fauré and later for Henri Dallier (Fauré’s successor).113
An article from the journal L’Orgue on the organs and organists of Saint-Sulpice identifies
several women who served there over the years. Odile Piere and Marie-Madeleine Duruflé were
both suppléantes for the choir organ at Saint-Sulpice in 1954 until another woman, Elaine LejeuneBonnier, was appointed as the official choir organist later that year.114 Prior to this appointment,
Lejeune-Bonnier had been a suppléante for Dupré at the grand orgue of Saint-Sulpice and had also
fulfilled this role at several other major churches, including Saint-Louis-des-Invalides, Saint-
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Augustin, and La Madeleine. Among the list of Dupré’s suppléants, three other women’s names can
be found: Jeanne Demessieux 1942-46, Rolande Falcinelli 1955-65, and Françoise Renet
1952-1985.115 Based on other sources, we know that this list is not exhaustive (for example, Suzanne
Chaisemartin, who will be discussed subsequently, was another of Dupré’s suppléantes at Saint-Sulpice
in the 1940s); however, it is notable that of the seven named in this article, three of them were
women. Moving beyond the suppléante role, though, at least at Saint-Sulpice, has not been so easy for
women. When it comes to naming titulaires at this historic church, the numbers are not quite so
favorable. The aforementioned article names all of the titulaires from 1583 to present; only two
women appear on this list and both with a qualifier.116 Françoise Renet served two non-consecutive
terms as “interim” titulaire, and since 1991 Sophie-Veronique Cauchefer-Choplin has been the
adjointe (assistant or co) titulaire. Still, this is a better showing than other churches, such as NotreDame, where no woman on record has ever fulfilled the role of organist, suppléante or otherwise.
Guillot points out that while the majority of titulaire organists through the centuries have been
men, there were always exceptions. His earliest references are a nameless woman who was recorded
as the organist of the Cathedral in Troyes in 1545, and a Mlle Christine Fraillery who was titulaire of
Saint-Symphorien à Nuits-Saint-Georges in the mid-1700s.117 Also noted are Élisabeth Blanchet at
Saint-Louis de Versailles and Céleste Thérèse Couperin at Saint-Gervais in Paris—both connected to
the Couperin family, and both active between the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Escal and
Guillot both name a Mlle Ricquier who was the titulaire of the cathedral in Bayeux in the earlier part
of the nineteenth century.118
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Another early appearance of a woman as titulaire of a Cathedral (albeit not in Paris) is Juliette
Dillon. An 1850 edition of the Gazette Musicale de Paris published a review by Ernest Deschamps of
a concert in Meaux, which notes that one of the main performers, Juliette Dillon, was the organist
of the Cathedral.119 Her performance garnered particular attention because one of the other
featured performers, a visiting singer, suddenly found the heat and the strain of the journey too
difficult and was unable to take the stage; at the last minute, the singer’s piece was replaced with an
improvisation by Mlle Dillon. Deschamps describes the performance as a tour de force, stating that
she “won all the votes” (elle enleva tous les suffrages). Another example from this period, given by
Vilcosqui, is Adèle Lehuede, who earned a Deuxième Accessit in the Conservatoire organ class in 1856
and went on to become the organist at St. Louis d’Antin and St. Philippe de Roule.120 From a little
later in the century, Marie Kunc Pérès (b. 1864) was titulaire of Saint-Orens in Auch.121 Pérès was
one of twelve children, five of whom were professional musicians; two of her sisters were music
professors, and her brother Pierre was the Maître du chapelle at Saint-Sulpice in Paris.
Josette Delaruelle became the titulaire of the Cathedral Saint-Jean-Baptiste in Belley (a small
town in Eastern France) in 1936, just a month after a new organ had been inaugurated, and she
remained in this post until 1992. She studied organ at the Conservatoire in Lyon, where she earned
a Premier Prix in the organ class of Marcel Paponaud in 1948. Organist and scholar Pierre Guirrot
wrote of Delaruelle: “She is naturally inseparable from the musical life of Belley over which she
‘reigned’ with authority.” (Elle est naturellement indissociable de la vie musicale de Belley sur laquelle elle “règna”
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In a letter from 1937 regarding the open position for the titulaire of the grand-orgue of the
Basilica Saint-Denis, an E. Rabec wrote to the Monseigneur to suggest that a name should be added
to the list of four existing candidates. Rabec advocated for a Mlle Marie Heurtel who had served for
six months in the position of interim at Saint-Denis and proven herself to have real talent for the
job. Rabec further supported his suggestion by noting that her brother, Henri Heurtel, was not
available for the job because of another position that he held.123 (Toutefois je crois devoir vous rappeler
que, dans l'eventualité d'un concours, il y aurait lieu d'ajouter à cette liste le nom de Mlle Marie Heurtel, qui a
souvent tenu nos orgues, notamment en ces six derniers mois, et y a fait preuve d'un réel talent.) Incidentally, the
list of candidates, which did include Henri Heurtel (Marie’s brother), noted that he came from a
family of eight children, all of whom were organists, and all of whom had devoted themselves to
the study and teaching of sacred music. In any case, it was Henri who was eventually appointed as
the new titulaire of Saint-Denis, not his sister.
As previously discussed, the death of Louis Vierne on 2 June 1937 was a catalyst that created
all kinds of documents, letters, lists, and reference points that allow us insight into the Parisian organ
world at that particular moment. That women’s names appear on many of these documents and
lists is no insignificant point. The petition from Les Amis de l’Orgue to the Archbishop, requesting
that there be a competition to fill the position at Notre-Dame, was signed by fifty-five “professionals
representing the French organ school, including every great living French Organist.”124 Of these
fifty-five names—a veritable who’s who of the Paris organ scene, including Marcel Dupré, Maurice
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Duruflé, and Olivier Messiaen—the following women’s names appear, along with their positions:
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Madam Maurice Blazy, Mlle M.L. Boëllmann-Gigout, Hélène Drouet (organiste de la Chapelle du
Nord), Marie-Rose Hublé (organiste du choir, Saint-Eustache), Maria-Thérèse Kolb (maître de
chapelle, Saint-Martin de Meudon), Geneviève de La Salle (organiste du G.O. de St. Médard), Paule
Piédelièvre (organiste G.O. de l’Église des Etrangers), Noélie Pierront (organiste du G.O. de St.
Pierre du Gros Caillou), Madam Maurice Sergent, and Anne-Marie Toutain (organiste de St. Denys
de la Chapelle). As with many lists referenced in this section, the purpose of this list was not to be a
comprehensive record of all organists in Paris, but in this case to attempt to wield some collective
influence on the archdiocese; the fact that nearly twenty percent of the petitioners were women
demonstrates that they were an active and integral part of their professional circles.
Another document to come out of the whole Vierne succession saga was an alphabetical list
naming young organists eligible to be considered or to compete for job openings in reputable
Parisian tribunes.125 This list, which also included each organist’s educational and professional
accomplishments, was curated by Les Amis de l’Orgue for use by the Archdiocese, and it is another
fascinating record of women’s presence in their field. Of the sixteen organists named, the following
women were included along with their credentials:
• Hublé, Marie-Rose: born in 1901, five Premier Prix from the Conservatoire. Premier Prix in
organ in 1919. Suppléante to Joseph Bonnet during the war. Choir organist at SaintEustache.
• Piédelièvre, Paule: born in 1904, student of Louis Vierne, Diploma from Schola.
Gregorianist. Organist of l’Église des Étrangers.
• Pierront, Noélie: born in 1899. Studied at the Schola and the Conservatoire. Student of
Marchal, Dupré and Vincent d’Indy. Premier Prix in organ in 1928. Organist of Saint-Pierre
du Gros Caillou.
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• Roget, Henriette: born in 1908, Studied at the Conservatoire. Seven Premier Prix. Organ
prize in 1930. Student of Vierne, Tournemire, Dupré. Second Grand Prix de Rome.
Although of the Catholic religion, while waiting for a Catholic tribune, she is organist of the
Temple of the Oratory and of the Grand Synagogue. (Bien que de religion catholique, dans
l’attente d’une tribune catholique, est organiste du Temple de l’Oratoire et de la Grande Synagogue.)
• de La Salle, Genevieve: born in 1910, studied at the Schola with Vincent d’Indy, Sergent and
Vierne. Assistant to Joseph Bonnet at Saint-Eustache. Organist of Saint-Médard.
Although the Archbishop deemed that nothing could be done retroactively regarding changing the
Chapter’s decision in appointing their choice of organist at Notre-Dame, this list would, at least in
theory, inform future proceedings. I find this particular list remarkable because it does not represent
women who decided to apply for a job, but rather women who were put forth by their colleagues as
being among the best and most qualified organists in Paris at the time. Furthermore, the appearance
of five women’s names on a list of sixteen indicates that they were more than just a token presence.
Whether or not Notre-Dame would have remotely considered appointing a woman at this time is
less important than the fact that their colleagues deemed them worthy of a place on this list.
As previously alluded to, finding records indicating which women served what roles in which
parishes, and when, is not always straightforward. Lists such as those regarding Vierne’s succession,
which place women at a particular parish in a particular year, are certainly valuable but not
comprehensive. In some cases, an interview or memoir will reference a given organist, a captioned
photograph will place a particular woman in a particular tribune, or a correspondence relating to
another matter can also reveal useful information. One such letter, from organist Anne Ferrand to
Monseigneur Courbe on 22 February 1953, identifies Ferrand as the titulaire of Notre-Dame du
Bon-Secours in Bobigny (a Parisian suburb).126 In this instance, she was writing to ask for a different
job, closer to, or in, the city, and with a better organ so that she could continue to perfect her craft.
Unfortunately there is no record of a reply or if her request was ever granted, but in the original
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Archives Historiques de l’Archevêché de Paris.
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letter she describes her title and position in Bobigny. In the case of photography as a source, in a
2016 edition of the journal L’Orgue, dedicated to the history of the organs in the town of
Argenteuil, two women are featured at the console of the grand Suret organ in the Basilica of SaintDenys de Argenteuil. A picture from the 1940s of a woman at the console is identified as
Geneviève Sedant-Ragon, and a 1946 picture of the same instrument shows Élisabeth Havard de la
Montagne (née Sedant).127 In this article Havard de la Montagne’s name appears again in a concert
program from 1973, and here she is identified as the titulaire organist of Saint-Denys.
The Archives Historiques de l’Archevêché de Paris (Historic Archives of the Paris Archdiocese)
not only contain records pertaining to the diocese as a whole but now also house the individual
archives for each church in the diocese. As the amount and type of records kept by any given
church vary, the information available is in no way uniform, yet women’s musical movements
through these institutions left a variety of visible traces. While the absence of documentation does
not translate ipso facto to an absence of any women musicians in that parish, it is always more
satisfying to find some archival trail from the women who worked and played in these churches.
From La Madeleine’s documents, there is a pamphlet advertising a concert celebrating the
Fête de Sainte-Cécile on 20 November 1931 which lists Mlle Genevieve Mercier at the orgue
d’accompagnement.128 Another file, labeled melodies de Marthe Renaud-Simonetti contains a small collection
of this composer’s published works, mostly from the 1930s. Among these scores is a tiny business
card noting her name and her occupation: compositeur (she chose to use the masculine form of this
word, rather than the feminine compositrice). The compositions include a mass for three voices and
organ (comprising a Kyrie, Gloria, Sanctus, and Agnus Dei), La Mission de Moïse (a sacred drama in
three acts for chorus and seven soloists), Agar et Ismaël: Drame Biblique et Lyrique (for which she wrote
Jean-Marc Baffert and Denis Havard de la Montagne, “Argenteuil, ses orgues passés et présents,” L’Orgue 2, no. 314
(2016): 21, 27, 59.
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the music and the text), two Chants de Noël, and a Cantique a Sainte Bernadette.129 Little else is known
about this woman who must have had enough connection to La Madeleine for her works to be kept
in their archival materials.
The archives from Saint-Esprit in the twelfth arrondissement contain employee payment
records for the years 1943-1968. In addition to Jeanne Demessieux (the titulaire), another female
organist is listed: Mme Heloïse Toussaint, who it seems served as Demessieux’s suppléante from
1948.130 According to the records from St. Étienne-du-Monde, where the Duruflés were employed,
Maurice Duruflé was the salaried titulaire (a position he had held since 1930) and Marie-Madeleine
Duruflé became an assistant organist there in 1953 when they married, but she was paid per service
rather on salary.131
Saint-Pierre du Gros-Caillou, where Noëlie Pierront was the titulaire from 1929 to 1970, is
one of the earlier Parisian churches that officially recognized a female organist as titulaire. In concert
programs and other records in their archives, her name is always prominently featured as the
organist, even when other artists were performing—such as a 1932 concert that featured organist
André Marchal.132 Another notable feature of her employment at Saint-Pierre was her salary. So
often, historically, women were paid less than their male colleagues, but while Pierront’s male
predecessor was paid 10,400 francs annually in 1927, her recorded salary in 1934 was 11,000.133
Woman or not, it was also common for a new organist not to start at the same salary that their
predecessor had reached after many years of service, so that fact that she was not paid less, either
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for being a woman or for being a new employee, is remarkable. By 1942 her salary had risen to
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19,234 francs a year, which exceeded what the choirmaster was paid (17,486 francs), another unusual
practice for the period.134 As an added bonus, Saint-Pierre’s archives also contain a catalogue of the
church’s music library, which included Pierront’s Salva Nos: Motet à 4 voix mixtes and the manuscript
for a setting of Sinite parvulos for four voices and organ.135
Another notable church that has not yet been mentioned, and whose archives are not kept
by the Archdiocese for obvious reasons, is the Oratoire du Louvre. This Protestant temple had its
origins in the Oratory of Saint Philip Neri and later became the royal chapel for the Louvre palace.
In 1934 Henriette Puig-Roget was appointed titulaire, and several years later another woman, MarieLouise Girod, was brought on as suppléante; in 1943 the two came to the agreement to share the
position and the title, equally. Pastor and author Claude-Rémy Muess, in an article paying homage to
the work of these musicians at the Oratoire, wrote: “They guarantee the musical influence of the
church where they serve with fidelity, and contribute to the reputation of the French organ school,
as much by their performances as by their improvisations and their compositions.” (Elles garantissent
le rayonnement musical de l’église où elles servent avec fidélité, et contribuent au renom de l’école d’orgue française, tant
par leurs exécutions que par leurs improvisations et leurs compositions.)136 It was not uncommon for men to

According to Isador Philipp, the franc in 1920 was worth 20 cents on the dollar, so 1,000 francs would be worth $200
1920 dollars (or 5 francs/dollar). However, by 1930, Edward Acheson’s guidebook for American tourists states that
1,000 francs was roughly equivalent to $40 dollars (or 25 francs/dollar). Given this great fluctuation in a relatively short
period of time, and the fact that I do not have comparable numbers from the late 1870s or 1950s to frame my research
period, I will not go into further detail on the specific amounts of salaries for different organists at different churches
across many decades. However, I can say that, relatively speaking, regarding the music staff of a church, the choirmaster
was generally the highest paid, with the titulaire paid somewhat less, and the assistant or choir organist paid much less.
In rare cases though, the titulaire’s salary exceeded the choir master’s. Isador Philipp and Frederick H. Martens, “The
French National Conservatory of Music,” The Musical Quarterly 6, no. 2 (April 1920): 217; Edward Acheson, Password to
Paris: Advice for the Thrifty (New York: William Morrow, 1932): 49, 169.
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Claude-Rémy Muess, “Les orgues et les organistes des églises réformées de Saint-Louis et de l’Oratoire du Louvre à
Paris 1791-1980: Hommage à Marie-Louise Girod Parrot,” Bulletin de la Société de l’Histoire du Protestantisme Français (JanMar 1981): 175.
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be praised for elevating or protecting the musical legacy of their prestigious tribune, but it was rare
for women to be lauded, even more so for their ability not only as church musicians and performers,
but also as improvisors and composers.
In a traditional career path, an organist might first be a suppléante and then become a titulaire;
however, in some cases, female organists first worked on their own at a smaller parish before serving
as a suppléante in a much larger and more prestigious position. Such was the case for one of Dupré’s
prodigious students, Line Zilgien, who was titulaire at Saint-Louis-en-l’Ile in Paris and later suppléante
to Messiaen at La Trinité until her death in 1954.137 Another example is Suzanne Chaisemartin,
whose first church position was at Saint-Lambert de Vaugirard from 1943 to 1945.138 Then, from
1947 to 1949 she was called on by her former professor Dupré to serve as his suppléante at SaintSulpice, thus presiding over one of the largest and grandest organs in Paris. Chaisemartin recalled,
in an interview more than fifty years later, precisely what she played on that first Sunday, 23
November 1947.139 Shortly after that, she received a call from Dupré asking her to replace him while
he left for an eight-month international concert tour, and so it was that she fulfilled all the duties of
the titulaire position from June 1948 to February 1949. Organists and church musicians will
understand the heavy load of working through any Christmas season, but this year in particular
Sunday fell on the twenty-sixth of December, and from Chaisemartin’s accounts, the organ was
hardly silent from the evening of the twenty-fourth until the evening of the twenty-sixth.
Chaisemartin also worked as a suppléante for André Fleury at Saint-Augustin, at first on an occasional
James David Christie, “Les tournées de concerts des organistes français en Amérique du Nord dans les années 1930
et leur influence sur les organistes américains,” L’Orgue 3-4, no. 295-296 (2011): 181. Every effort was made to avoid
citing this author, based on the allegations brought forward against him as reported in the Boston Globe by Malcolm
Gay, 23 August 2018. In several cases, I ordered back issues of French music journals so as to consult sources other
than his articles. However, in the case of Line Zilgien I was not able to access any other resources connected to her, and
I felt it more important to share her history than to avoid referencing this author.
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basis, and then as one of the interims during a two-year period while Fleury was in poor health. She
was not the only interim, however, as this was a prestigious and much coveted post. When Fleury
recovered, instead of returning to his job, he decided to leave Paris, and Chaisemartin was appointed
as the official titulaire of Saint-Augustin in 1949. Despite her numerous qualifications (Premier Prix
from the Conservatoire in organ and improvisation in 1947) and having proven herself both at
Saint-Sulpice and as interim at Saint-Augustin, it was still somewhat controversial and seen as quite
“modern” that a woman was in such a position, yet Chaisemartin remained at Saint-Augustin for the
next fifty years.140
During her lifetime, Chaisemartin championed the music of her colleagues, including Jeanne
Joulain, who was the organist at Saint-Jeanne-d’Arc in Amiens until 1952, when she became the
titulaire of the Collégiale Saint-Pierre in Douai, and next the titulaire at Saint-Maurice in Lille.141 This
last appointment was not without controversy; shortly after it was announced, the priest of SaintMaurice received a letter from a member of the Inter-diocesan Organ Committee expressing his
astonishment that such a position had been granted to a woman.142 It is true that the job was not an
easy one, and in her memoirs Joulain recalled the strenuous schedule:
At the time, being the titulaire of a tribune was no picnic. In Saint-Maurice, in Lille, the great
organ was heard at Sunday masses (9 a.m., 10 a.m., 11:15 a.m.), and later a 6:30 p.m. mass
was added, which was preceded by an organ concert at 6 p.m., as well as the masses on
Saturday (5 p.m. and 6:30 p.m.). To this busy schedule were added, when the choir organist
was not free, certain weddings and funerals to be played on the small organ.
À l’époque, être titulaire d'une tribune n’était pas une sinécure. À Saint-Maurice, à Lille, le grand orgue se
faisait entendre aux messes du dimanche (9h, 10h, 11h 15). Plus tard s’y ajouteront celle de 18h 30,
bientôt précédée d’une audition à 18h, ainsi que celles du samedi (17h et 18h 30). À cet emploi du temps
140
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chargé venaient se greffer, lorsque l’organiste de chœur n’était pas libre, certains mariages et enterrements à
assurer sur le petit orgue.143
Like Chaisemartin at Saint-Augustin, by the mid-twentieth century two other women had
achieved prominent and official titulaire posts at major Parisian churches: Rolande Falcinelli became
the titulaire of Sacré-Cœur in 1946, and Jeanne Demessieux became the titulaire of La Madeleine in
1962.144 Alford points out the layers of nuance surrounding women holding positions such as these:
“When Falcinelli composed and performed organ music in the liturgy of Sacré Coeur Basilica, she
was not simply fulfilling her vocation, as was the case with her male colleagues. Rather, she was
fulfilling her vocation in spite of the historical weight and tradition of thousands of years of
repression against her sex from the very institution she was serving.”145

Records from Professional Associations
Aside from the myriad sources and references that thus far I have pieced together like a
mosaic in an attempt to create a cohesive picture of women’s presence in the field of professional
sacred music, the member lists of certain professional organizations during this time provide
extensive lists of names, although often not much other information. In 1880 the Association des
Artistes Musiciens published a directory listing all their members, as well as notes and information
from their annual meeting, held on 20 May in the large performance hall of the Conservatoire.146
237 members were present, and approximately a fifth of the names recorded are women. The
membership of the organization itself, however, was much larger than those able to attend the
meeting; as of 1880 the association listed approximately 5,300 members. While many members
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were listed with only a name, many others included indication of an instrument or position. In 1800
this association counted 104 organists, of which ninety-six were men and eight were women: Mme
Braun (née Stèbe), Mlle Eugénie Donnadieu, Mlle Eugénie Etcheto, Mme Claire dite Lebrun
Etienne, Mlle Amélie Lehuéde, Mlle Eugénie Marsou, Mme Mathilde Moing, and Mlle Jenny-Louise
Teston. Unfortunately there are no indications regarding specific church positions in this directory.
The annual meeting of this same association from 4 May 1923 shows a bit more female
representation among the members present at the meeting.147 However, this edition of the member
directory only includes new members who had joined in the past year. From this listing we can see
that eleven new members are organists, but none of them are women.148 In 1931 the annual meeting
had only eighty-four members present, but twenty-eight of them were women. Regarding the total
membership as of 1931, the organization had reached 5,799 members, of which 3,316 were women,
showing that women now made up more than half of the association. Of the sixty-six organists
listed that year, nine were women: Mlle Jeanne Bertheir, Mlle Gabrielle Cannissie, Mlle Marguerite
Daussin, Mlle Berthe Dupont, Mlle Alice Le François, Mlle Jeanne Parisset, Mlle Marie Prestat, Mlle
J. Quignard, and Mlle Lea Thillerot. As a point of contrast from 1880, all women organists who
were listed in this year’s directory were unmarried mademoiselles. As of 1934 women still held the
majority of the association’s membership, representing 3,206 of 5,506 members.149 The sixty-seven
organists listed that year included ten women, most of whom were already members in 1931, but
with the addition of two new women: Mlle Marie-Louise Peter and Mlle Madeleine Tourneux. As in
1931, all women organists remained unmarried.
Sometime between 1949 and 1954, the archdiocese of Paris collected information for an
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internal document listing all of the musicians currently employed, according to information supplied
by the parishes (Artistes d’Église d’apres les situations fournies par les paroisses).150 The job titles accounted
for on this list are Maître de Chapelle (choirmaster), organist, and chantre (singer). Some people are
listed as being both the choirmaster and the organist, and some organists also bear the designation
G.O. (Grande Orgue). Of the fifty-four organists listed, thirty of them are women, and of the nine
organists with the additional distinction of Grand Orgue, four are women. Given that there were
more than fifty-four churches in the diocese of Paris at this time, this list cannot be comprehensive,
and I gather that not every parish returned the requested information to the diocese. However, this
still demonstrates that women organists were much more than a marginal presence during these
years. The names of the women, positions they held, and names of the churches have been
reproduced in Table 4.3 as they appear in the original document. For the sake of scope, I have only
included the names of women who worked as organists or choirmasters, not singers.

Table 4.3 - Women on the list of church musicians, Archdiocese of Paris, c.1949-1954
Name

Position

Church

Mlle Alouard-Carny.

Maître de Chapelle, Organiste Ste. Anne de la Maison Blanche

Mlle Barrau

Organiste du Chapelle

St. Jacques du Haut-Pas

Mlle Beausse

Organiste

Rosny

Mlle Belgodère

Organiste

St. Christophe de Javel

Mme de Boysson

Organiste

St. Eloi

Mlle Brodu

Organiste

St. Leu

Mlle Bruneteau

Organiste

St. Honoré d’Eylau

Mme Claey

Organiste

Chatenay-Malabry

List alphabétique d’artistes d’églises, Musique Sacrée, Série 2G2-2, Archives Historiques de l’Archevêché de Paris.
Although the original document is undated, I was able to narrow down the document’s date to sometime during the
years 1949-1954 based on the known tenures of various organists on this list.
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Mme Clement

Organiste

Ivry

Mlle Cottin

Organiste

St. François de Sales

Mlle Delair

Organiste

St. François de Sales

Mlle Demessieux (Jeanne)

Organiste

St. Esprit

Mlle Falcinelli

Organiste G.O.

Sacré-Coeur

Mme Formisyn

Organiste

St. Louis d’Antin et St.
Philippe du Roule

Mlle Genty

Organiste

N.D. de l’Assomption

Mlle Kannapel

Maître de Chapelle, Organiste St. François d’Assise

Mlle Langlois

Organiste

Mlle Launay

Maître de Chapelle, Organiste N.D. de Lorette

Mme LeClerc

Organiste

Pré St. Gervais

Mlle Loyeux

Organiste

St. François de Sales

Mlle Pierront

Organiste

St. Pierre du Gros Caillou

Mme Pourreau

Organiste

Charentenneau

Mlle de la Salle

Organiste G.O.

St. Médard

Mlle Salmon

Maître de Chapelle, Organiste St. Nicolas des Champs

Mme Toussaint

Organiste

St. Germaine de Cachan

N.D. de Bercy

Mlle Toutain (Anne-Marie) Maître de Chapelle, Organiste St. Denys de la Chapelle
Mlle Troalen

Organiste

l’Immaculée Conception de
Billancourt

Mlle Zilgien

Organiste G.O.

St. Nicolas du Champs

Mlle Debroise

Organiste

St. J. de Chantel

Mlle Chaisemartin

Organiste G.O.

St. Augustin

Also in the early 1950s, three different associations (the Société Mutualiste des Chanteurs d’Église,
the Syndicat National des Artistes Musiciens d’Église, and the Union des Maitres de Chapelle et Organistes de
France) collaborated to publish another professional directory. This trade publication, which noted
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that it was for professionals and not for commercial use, was called the Annuaire Général des Maitres de
Chapelle et Organistes de France et des Chanteurs et Musiciens des Églises de la Région Parisienne: 1952-55.151
The directory was divided into three parts, the first listing organists and choirmasters, the second
listing singers, and the third listing the principal religious buildings of Paris (Principaux Edifices
Religieux de Paris). The first section listed 362 musicians: 260 men and 102 women (28%). Of these
musicians, 288 had a designated job title (Maître de Chapelle, Organiste, Accompagnateur, or Chef de
Chœur), and eighty-two of these were women (still 28%). A smaller group still, 222, were associated
with a particular church, and here we can find the names of fifty-seven women (26%). In Table 4.4
I have recreated the list of all the women whose names appear in this first section; job titles and
churches (when known) have also been listed as they appeared in the Annuaire.

Table 4.4 Women in the Annuaire Général des Maitres de Chapelle et Organists de France, 1952-55
Name

Position

Church

Alain, Marie-Claire

Organiste

Allouard-Carny, Odette

Maître de Chapelle, Organiste

Amblard, Pauline

Organiste

Amelot, Arlette

Organiste

Auger, Louise

Maître de Chapelle, Organiste

Saint-Lucien de La Courneuve

Barbet, Jeanne

Maître de Chapelle, Organiste

Saint-Saturnin de Gentilly

Baud-Cayron, Mme

Maître de Chapelle

Sacré-Cœur de la Cité
Universitaire

Baudry, Jeanne

_

Bauduin, Odette

Organiste

Beaugrand, Mlle

_

Sainte-Geneviève de La Plaine
Saint-Denis

Annuaire Général des Maitres de Chapelle et Organistes de France et des Chanteurs et Musiciens des Églises de la Région Parisienne
(Paris: Union des Maitres de Chapelle et Organists de France, 1955).
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Beausse, Georgette

Maître de Chapelle, Organiste

Belgodère, Victoire

Organiste

Saint-Cristophe de Javel

Berthou, Marie-Jeanne

Organiste

Hôpital de Granville

Besancon, Gabrielle

Organiste

Blanche, Fanny

Organiste

Bled, Isabelle

Organiste

Boyer-Gougeon, Yvonne

Organiste

Brasseur, Elisabeth

Maître de Chapelle, Organiste

Bresson, Marguerite

Maître de Chapelle

Bretschneider, Elisabeth

Maître de Chapelle

Perpétuel Secours

Brodu, Eugénie

Organiste

Saint-Leu-Saint-Gilles

Bruder-Renoult, Germaine

_

Brulerie, Charlotte

Organiste

Saint-Eloi

Bruneteau, Simone

Organiste

Saint-Honoré

Cartier, Mme

Organiste

Saint-Ouen

Chappedelaine, Gilberte

_

Claey-Bouzon, Renée

_

Saint-Germain de ChatenayMalabry

Cortesi, Andrée

_

Sainte-Marie des Joncs Marins

Cortonni, Anne-Marie

Organiste

Cussac, Maric

Maître de Chapelle

Notre-Dame-de-Lourdes de
Pavillons

Delaunay-Henault,
Marguerite

Maître de Chapelle, Organiste

Saint-Etienne de Noisy-le-Sec

Delaunay, Marcelle

Organiste

Demange, Paule

_

Dervaux, Paulette

_

Descamps, Marie-Louise

Maître de Chapelle

Saint-Germain de Charonne

Notre-Dame de Bon-Secours
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Duclos, Marie

Maître de Chapelle

Saint-Paul

Dudoit, Marie-Louise

Organiste

Notre-Dame-de-Lourdes

Duffour-Deduc, Lise

Organiste

Sainte-Croix

Dugue-Hamel, Lucie

Maître de Chapelle

Ferrand, Anne-Marie

Organiste

Forfert-Souillard

Organiste

Foucher, Madeleine

Organiste

Fouquet-Lapar, mlle

Maître de Chapelle

Froidevaux, Marguerite

Organiste

Gard, Mlle

Organiste

Garde, Mme

Organiste

Gazin, Denise

Organiste

Saint-Germain de Fontenay

Gilbert, Lucie

Maître de Chapelle

Saint-Rémy de Maisons-Alfort

Gille, Madeleine

Organiste

Gille, Marguerite

_

Gille, Yvette

Organiste

Sainte Famille du Pré-SaintGervais

Gilles, Henriette

Maître de Chapelle, Organiste

Cœur Eucharistique

Greffier, Veuve

Organiste

Gross, Anne-Marie

_

Honincthun, Paule

Organiste

Huble, Marie-Rose

Organiste

Jeandet, Marguerite

Maître de Chapelle, Organiste

Jenvrin, Marguerite-Marie

_

Jourdain, Yvonne

Organiste

Sainte-Famille de Bicêtre

Kannapell, Suzanne

Maître de Chapelle, Organiste

Saint-François-d’Assise

Lacroix, Geneviève

_

Saint-André-d’Antin

Saint-Augustin d’Alger

Notre-Dame du Rosaire des
Lilas
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Laferrière, Geneviève

_

Laforcade, Mlle

Maître de Chapelle

Lanéry, Odile

Maître de Chapelle

Launay, Denise

Maître de Chapelle, Organiste

Le Bossé, Mlle

Organiste

Leemann, Yvonne

Organiste

Saint-Paul

Legluher, Yvonne

Organiste

Église du Raincy

Lejeune-Bonnier, Eliane

Organiste

Lemoine, Madeleine

Maître de Chapelle

Saint-Joseph des Epinettes

Lermigeaux, Olga

Organiste

Saint-Jean-Baptiste de Grenelle

Levacher, Simone

_

Levasseur, Thérèse

Organiste

Sainte-Jeanne de Chantal

Libgotte, Agnès

Maître de Chapelle, Organiste

Saint-André de Saint-Maurice

Loyeux, Claude

Maître de Chapelle

Saint-Louis-en-l’Ile

Malachkine, Anastasie

_

Marceau, Marie-Thérèse

Organiste

Saint-Thérèse-de-l’EnfantJésus

Maxence, Paule-Henriete

Organiste

Église anglaise Saint-Joseph

Mayer-Pize, Arlette

Accompagnateur

Saint-Jean-Baptiste de la Salle

Métas, Mireille

Maître de Chapelle

Sainte-Marguerite de Fontenaysous-bois

Murcier, Marguerite

Maître de Chapelle

Saint-Etienne du Mont

Pauchet, Claire-Henriette

Organiste

Paupe-Kauffmann, Marthe

Accompagnateur

Péhu, Mlle

_

Pierront, Noëlle

Organiste

Saint-Pierre du Cros-Caillou

Pierson, Lucienne

Organiste

Église de Dampmart

Prats, Veuve

_

Notre-Dame-de-Lorette

Saint-Jean-Baptiste de Neuilly

Quellier, Germaine

Organiste
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Église Notre-Dame, Fresnaysur-Sarthe

Rasquin, Odette

Organiste

Saint-Denis de la Chapelle

Ravassard, Marie-Thérèse

_

Richard, Andrée

_

Roty, Marie-Cécile

Maître de Chapelle, Organiste

St-Maurice de Bécon

Salmon, Marcelle

Organiste

Saint-Nicolas des Champs

Tallon, Louise

Organiste

Saint-Dominique

Thomas, Apolline

Organiste

Toussaint, Hélène

Maître de Chapelle, Organiste

Notre-Dame-de-Bercy

Toutain, Anne-Marie

_

Saint-Denys de la Chapelle

Tremblay, Léonice

Accompagnateur

Chapelle Notre-Dame du BonSecours

Veillard, Andrée

Organiste

Catéchismes de Saint-Louis
d’Antin

Vigot, Thérèse

Organiste

Warnier, Odette

Organiste

Saint-Jean-Baptiste de Belleville

Zilgien, Mlle

Organiste

Saint-Nicolas-des-Champs

As mentioned, the third section of this book contained a listing of principal religious
buildings, further divided into 102 Catholic churches and sixteen other denominations which
employed professional musicians. The list of churches at which women were associated, as shown
in Table 4.4, represents fifty-two distinct establishments (accounting for a few instances of two
women being associated with the same church). Therefore, according to this directory, women were
employed as organists or choirmasters (or both) in the music programs of just over fifty percent of the
Catholic churches in Paris in the mid-1950s.

Conclusion: Many Women in Many Churches
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Through these diverse sources, documents, and publications throughout the period, I have
demonstrated the pervasive presence of women active as professional church musicians in France.
This despite the country not being on the forefront of feminist efforts and women’s rights in the
early twentieth century, and the Catholic church not being an institution particularly prone to gender
equality; it is even more remarkable, then, that we find women in such numbers in this field. By the
late 1960s there were three significant and prestigious Paris churches with female titulaire organists:
Jeanne Demessieux at La Madeleine, Rolande Falcinelli at the Basilica de Sacré-Cœur, and Suzanne
Chaisemartin at St. Augustin, a representation that has hardly been equaled even today. Indeed, in
the early 2000s the diocese of Paris again collected information on all the organists employed in its
churches.152 Out of 119 organists listed, only nine were women.153 Alford contends that “though of
course women are not forbidden to practice sacred music in the Catholic Church today in
contemporary rites, the gender-biased historical legacy still remains a factor in church organ
culture.”154 Yet, from the late nineteenth century through the mid-twentieth, great numbers of
women found their place in French sacred music.
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Paroisse-Organiste Liste, Musique Sacrée, Série 2G2-2, Archives Historiques de l’Archevêché de Paris.

While the second half of the twentieth century through the present fall largely outside the scope of my research, it is
impossible not to wonder what factors have contributed to the seemingly stark decline in the number of women
employed as organists in the diocese of Paris. One can only hope that these numbers have improved since the early
2000s data was gathered.
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Alford, “Able Fairy,” 7.

